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(Received 12 March 1993; accepted 22 July 1993) 
A molecular potential energy surface has the symmetry properties of invariance to rotation of 
the whole molecule, inversion of all atomic coordinates, and permutation of indistinguishable 
nuclei. While some of this invariance character can be easily incorporated in a local description 
of the surface, a formal application of these symmetry restrictions is useful in considering the 
form of the global surface which must account for large amplitude changes of the atomic 
coordinates. The form of a global molecular potential energy surface as a properly symmetrized 
analytic function of Cartesian coordinates is derived by extending Molien's theorem of 
invariants for finite groups to cover the continuous rotation-inversion group. 0 (3), and the 
product of 0 (3) with the complete nuclear permutation group. The role of so-called redundant 
internal coordinates in molecular potential energy surfaces is clarified. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The construction of accurate potential energy surfaces 
(PESs) for polyatomic molecules is a fundamental task in 
the study of chemical reaction dynamics and spectros-
copy.l,2 Significant advances have been made over many 
years in the accurate ab initio evaluation of the molecular 
energy within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In 
particular, it is now possible, even for molecules containing 
several atoms, to evaluate the electronic molecular energy 
to chemical accuracy. Further information about the shape 
of the energy surface may be obtained from evaluating 
derivatives of the energy with respect to the molecular 
coordinates. The energy gradients and up to fourth order 
derivatives of the energy with respect to the atomic Carte-
sian coordinates may be obtained at reasonable computa-
tional cost.3- 7 
However, a finite number of these energy and energy 
derivative values do not in themselves constitute a molec-
ular potential energy surface. The PES of a chemically 
reacting system is a function or algorithm which accurately 
describes the molecular energy even as some interatomic 
distances change by a few Angstroms, while others change 
by at least 10-1 A... How can this function or algorithm be 
obtained? Suppose that we considered representing a PES 
as a table which might be interpolated to give the energy at 
any relevant molecular configuration. For a molecule of N 
atoms, requiring 3N -6 coordinates to determine its con-
figuration, a table with K rows for each coordinate would 
contain K 3N- 6 energy values. For N-greater than three, 
such a table would be prohibitively expensive to evaluate 
since K must be at least of the order of 10. Broadly speak-
ing, two alternative approaches have been employed. 
Most commonly, functional forms of the 3N-6 coor-
dinates, which contain adjustable parameters, have been 
developed to describe the PES for particular types of mol-
ecules and molecular motions (e.g., bond stretching). 
These parameters are then varied to fit some combination 
of empirical or ab initio data. In the context of chemically 
reacting molecules, such a PES may take the form of an 
expansion in two-body, three-body, and higher interac-
tions. 1 This approach has been very successful in many 
cases, particularly for small molecules, but is restricted by 
the choice of functional form and may not easily transfer to 
different molecules. One cannot be sure that a particular 
choice of functional form is sufficiently flexible, or that it 
does not preclude the description of some important aspect 
of the PES. Recently, attempts have been made to expand 
the PES as a power series about a reaction path.8- 15 There 
are a number of alternative definitions of a reaction path; 
the Fukui reaction path,16,17 e.g., is the path of steepest 
descents in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates (MWC) 
which begins at a saddle point on the surface and leads in 
one direction to a product configuration of the molecule 
and to a reaction configuration in the other direction. Ex-
panding the PES as a series about such a path takes ad-
vantage of the type of ab initio data now available. 
These approaches to the construction of a molecular 
PES encounter a number of problems which become par-
ticularly pressing as the number of atoms increases. If we 
do not assume a (possibly restrictive) functional form for 
the PES in internal coordinates, how do We ensure that the 
PES has the appropriate symmetry with respect to rota-
tion, inversion, and nuclear permutation? To set this ques-
tion in context, we briefly review some of the difficulties 
encountered. 
A. Background to the problems 
< Any attempt to construct a molecular PES for chemi-
cal reaction, using predeterniined functional forms or as a 
series expansion about a reaction path, say, must fre-
quently deal with the problem of large changes in molec-
ular configuration. This situation is in contrast to that en-
countered in vibrational spectroscopy, where only 
configurations in the vicinity of an equilibrium geometry 
are relevant. 
Some appreciation of this problem may be obtained 
from Fig. 1. There we present the two distinct Fukui reac-
tion paths (actually a succession of linked paths) by 
which 14,15,18 
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FIG. L The energy of HCOH' + as a function of the intrinsic reaction 
coordinate for the two Fukui reaction paths (routes A and B), which 
describe paths by which HCOH' + (1) dissociates to HCO+ +H' (5). 
All calculations have been perfonned using Gaussian 82 at the HF/6-
31G(d,p) level of theory; energies are given relative to the energy of the 
fonnaldehyde radical cation (3b). The schematic representations of mo-
lecular geometries refer to the various stationary points on the surface, 
HCOH·+-.HCO++H'. (Ll) 
It is clear from this figure that eveu a simple tetra-
atomic molecule may undergo massive changes in config-
uration during a chemical reaction. The schematic molec-
ular configurations shown only represent the geometry at 
the stationary points on the surface. One must imagine the 
vast range of configurations that the molecule might expe-
rience in the neighborhood of the paths, consistent with an 
energy above that of the saddle points. 
Such large changes in molecular configuration give rise 
to significant difficulties in choosing a set of internal coor-
dinates in which the PES is expressed. As we know, 3N-6 
coordinates are required to specify the molecular geome-
try. Traditional types of coordinates include bond lengths, 
bond angles, out-of-plane angles, and torsion angles. It is 
well known that it is always possible to make at least one 
choice of 3N - 6 of these coordinates which is complete in 
the vicinity of any configuration. Here complete means that 
any infiniteSimal change in these 3N - 6 coordinates and in 
six coordinates which describe translation and rotation of 
the whole molecule is in one-to-one correspondence with 
changes in the 3N Cartesian coordinates of the atoms. For 
clarity, we might call this locally complete. Decius19 iden-
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coordinate types which give a locally complete set. How-
ever, a set of 3N - 6 internal coordinates which is locally 
complete near one configuration will be incomplete near 
another; one must in general choose another of Decius' 
coordinate sets there. For example, a set of coordinates for 
HCOH' + which contains the torsion angle 7"HCOH may be 
complete near configuration 1 of Fig. 1, but will not be 
complete near configuration 5; since 7"HCOH is undefined 
when the HCO+ group is linear. 
In this paper, we are not concerned with the question 
of local completeness of a set of coordinates, but with a 
distinct though related question: whether the PES can be 
expressed uniquely for all relevant configurations in terms 
of some set of coordinates. The system of Fig. 1 is also a 
useful example of this distinction. 7"HCOH is not a useful 
coordinate for our purposes because it is undefined in some 
relevant configurations. Note also that the six atom-atom 
distances in HCOH' + do not form a locally complete set 
of internal coordinates when the molecule is planar since 
they do not distinguish the handedness of the molecule 
resulting from an out-of-plane deformation. However, the 
PES is also invariant to inversion of the molecule between 
enantiomers, so that the PES can be expressed as a func-
tion of the six bond lengths. 
One might imagine then that we should always express 
the PES in terms of atom-atom distances thereby avoiding 
coordinates such as torsion angles which become undefined 
at some configurations. Unfortunately, when N is greater 
than four, additional complications arise, since the number 
of possible atom-atom distances N(N -1)/2 exceeds 3N 
- 6. Figure 2 depicts two configurations of a molecule con-
taining five atoms. The nine bond lengths represented by 
solid lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are a locally complete set 
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at both of these configurations. Unfortunately, correspond-
ing bond lengths have the same values at both configura-
tions. Hence any PES expressed in terms of these nine 
bond lengths would have the same value at these two ob-
viously inequivalent configurations. The tenth bond length 
(dashed line) differentiates the two configurations. How-
ever, using this bond length in place of one of the nine 
clearly would only move the difficulty to another configu-
ration. 
The question of which internal coordinates to discard 
as redundant, and which 3N -6 to retain, has also been 
considered long ago in the context of molecular vibra-
tions.2o However, this traditional approach to the problem 
of redundant coordinates only applies to the choice of a 
locally complete set of coordinates. When considering small 
amplitude vibrations about one particular configuration, 
one can examine the linear independence of the Cartesian 
gradients of internal coordinates, discarding coordinates 
whose gradients are linearly dependent on 3N - 6 other 
gradients at that configuration. When the molecular con-
figuration of interest has some point group symmetry, the 
redundant coordinates may belong to particular symmetry 
species. However, for a chemically reacting system, the 
large amplitude changes in molecular configuration en-
sures that the choice of linearly independent local coordi-
nates will vary along the reaction path. It is not clear how 
to identify a set of nonredundant coordinates which are 
able to describe the PES at all geometries on or near to a 
reaction path, for example. The traditional approach to 
redundancy would involve repeated changes of coordinates 
along a reaction path, with consequent difficulties for 
maintaining a continuous description of the PES. 
The problem of describing the PES in some set of co-
ordinates is complicated by the requirement that the mo-
lecular PES should be unchanged by exchange of indistin-
guishable atoms. In the example of Fig. 1, a set of 
coordinates must allow the PES to equivalently describe 
the dissociation of either hydrogen. We note that Fig. 1 
actually only shows one of two equivalent sets of reaction 
paths which lie on the PES. This permutation symmetry 
property of a PES can be incorporated using the theory of 
invariants.1,21-23 However, to apply this group theoretical 
approach, we must first choose a set of coordinates which 
forms a representation of the group. For the case of Fig. 1, 
the six atom-atom distances do form a representation. 
However, for a reaction like 
NH3 + +H2-+NHt +H', 
whose reaction path is shown schematically in Fig. 3,23,24 
all 15 atom-atom distances are required to form a repre-
sentation (3N - 6 = 12). The "floppiness" of this system in 
the reactant and product Valleys ensures that we cannot 
simply pick out thr~ symmetry combinations of these 15 
distances, say at the saddle point geometry, which will 
remain redundant throughout the whole reaction. Even if 
we could do so, the original 15 distances constitute a rep-
resentation of the complete nuclear permutation-inversion 
(CNPI) group which decomposes into irreducible repre-
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FIG. 3. The energy profile along the Fukui reaction path for the hydro-
gen abstraction reaction of Eq. (1.2). All calculations have been per-
formed using Gaussian 82 at the HF/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The 
energy (in atomic units) is shown relative to that of the separated reac-
tants. The schematic geometries refer to weak minima in the reactant and 
product valleys and to the saddle point. 
three of 15 symmetry coordinates must leave some of these 
representations without a complete basis, so that the group 
theoretical approach 1,21-23 could not be applied to the 
problem of constructing a properly CNPI-symmetrized 
surface. 
One might decide to simply abandon any attempt to 
describe the PES in terms of a set of only 3N - 6 coordi-
nates. One could retain all atom-atom distances, adopt a 
functional form. that has the required permutation or other 
symmetry (and hopefully is also sufficiently flexible), and 
fit this form to empirical or ab initio data. This approach 
has certainly been adopted successfully in a number of 
cases,I,25 though the limitations mentioned previously ap-
ply. Alternatively, one might use all necessary atom-atom 
distances as a representation of the symmetry group and 
derive a potential form that was guaranteed to account for 
all possible forms of properly symmetrized coordinates.21,23 
The problem here is that the dimension of the representa-
tion is of the order of N (N - 1) /2; let us denote it as N R • 
The group theoretical approach yields a description of the 
PES in terms ofa set of "basis invariants," NR of which are 
taken to be algebraically independent polynomials of the 
original representation basis. Unfortunately, this basis is 
precisely the algebraically dependent set of atom-atom dis-
tances, so that there is no way of untangling which of the 
excessive number of basis invariants are redundant combi-
nations of others. This problem of principle is additional to 
the practical difficulty of dealing with a large representa-
tion, when a much smaller one should be sufficient. 
B.Aims 
The purpose of this paper is to examine -how a global 
PES might be expressed in a form that does not require 
discontinuous changes in the coordinates employed. We 
are not attempting to discover a globally complete set of 
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3N - 6 internal coordinates, but the form of a PES and the 
combinations of internal coordinates in which it is ex-· 
pressed. 
How we might achieve this aim is suggested by previ-
ous experience. In attempting to ensure that a PES is prop-
erly symmetrized with respect to exchange of indistin-
guishable nuclei, Schmelzer and Murre1l21 employed a 
group theoretical approach, Molien's theory of invari-
ants,26-28 which ensures that the PES is a general function 
which is unchanged by operations of the permutation 
group. The reason why we try to e2Cpress the PES in terms· 
of 3N - 6 internal coordinates, rather than the 3N atomic 
Cartesian coordinates, is so that the PES will automatically 
be unchanged by the operations of rotation and inversion 
of the molecule as a whole. 
In this paper, we approach the problem ofthe form of 
a PES by developing the theory of invariants of this more 
fundamental group, the rotation-inversion-permutation 
group, rather than the simpler permutation-inversion 
group previously considered. 
Since, for many chemists, molecular symmetry is un~ 
derstood in terms of the point groups, it is useful to briefly 
recall the more fundamental meaning of molecular sym-
metry. 
C. Molecular symmetry 
The symmetry of a molecule is described by those op-
erations on the dynamical variables which do not change 
the molecular Hamiltonian H mo1 • The full symmetry group 
Grull is given by the direct product of smaller groups which 
each describe the in variance of Hmo! to particular types of 
operations. A very clear discussion is given by Bunker,29 
showing that 
Grull=GT®K(spatial) ®S~e) ® acNP ®E. (1.3) 
GT is the translation group; the Hamiltonian is unchanged 
by (invariant to) a change in the origin of the space fixed 
Cartesian coordinates. Similarly, the Hamiltonian is invari-
ant to a rotation of the coordinate axes; in the absence of 
an external field, the orientation of a molecule does not 
effect its energy. Thus K(spatial) is the rotation group in 
three dimensions, more commonly (and herein) referred 
to as SO(3). S~e) is the group of permutations of all (n) 
electrons in the molecule; one cannot distinguish between 
electrons as all have the same mass and the same interac-
tions with all other electrons and all the nuclei. For the 
same reason, Hmol is unchanged by an interchange of the 
coordinates of indistinguishable nuclei, so that acNP is the 
complete nuclear permutation group. Finally, Hmol is in-
variant to inversion E* that is a change of sign of all Car-
tesian coordinates; E={E,E*}. 
If we adopt the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 
and solve the electronic Hamiltonian to obtain a molecular 
potential energy surface, then the symmetry invariance as-
sociated with the coordinates of the nuclei is preserved. 
The nuclear Hamiltonian Hnue has an associated symmetry 
group Gnnc[SO(3) =K(spatial)], 
Gnne1=GT®SO(3) ®acNP®E. (1.4) 
Ii is wen understood how the traditional point group 
symmetry of a molecule is related to the complete nuclear 
permutation and inversion (CNPI) group and the molec-
ular symmetry (MS) group.29,30 For a chemically reacting 
molecule, when bonds are broken and formed, the point 
group symmetry is irrelevant. Much effort has been ex-
pended in considering the implications of MS or CNPI 
symmetry for spectroscopy and reaction dynam-
.oics.1,14,21-23,29,31-35 
In this paper, we consider the fundamental symmetry 
which follows from the invariance of the molecular Hamil-
toniah to rotation, inversion, ° and permutation (it will be 
apparent that replacing the CNPI group with the MS 
group would be quite straightforward). In particular, we 
show how this elementary symmetry imposes restrictions 
on the functional form that an analytic Born-Oppenheimer 
potential energy surface may take. 
D. Outline 
The general form of an analytic function (polynomial) 
of the Cartesian coordinates which is invariant to rotation 
and inversion is determined from a generalization of Mo-
lien's theory of invariants to the group of rotations and 
inversion in three dimensions 0(3) =SO(3) ®E. A basic 
simplifying assumption is involved here, in that we only 
consider the form of a molecular PES which is strictly (in 
the mathematical sense) an analytic function of the Carte-
sian coordinates of the atoms. Clearly, a molecular PES is 
not an analytic function of the Cartesian coordinates be-
cause it is based on the Coulomb interaction. Before pro-
gressing to the problem of correctly describing this nonan-
alytic behavior, the simpler case of an analytic PES is 
studied herein. This point is discussed further in the final 
section. However, there is another important reason for 
considering analytic approximations to a PES. As men-
tioned earlier, ab initio calculations are now providing very 
accurate estimates of the potential energy and its deriva-
tives with respect to Cartesian coordinates. Such deriva-
tives (up to third or fourth order)4-7 are clearly of direct 
use in a polynomial expansion of the PES in Cartesian 
coordinates. 
Molien's theorem for finite groups is recalled in the 
next section and the generalization to 0 ( 3) is presented 
(with proof in Appendix A). This derivation leads in Sec. 
III to the evaluation of Molien's series, which describes the 
number of linearly independent homogeneous polynomial 
invariants of all orders. This series is interpreted in Sec. IV 
to infer a general form of the PES which explicitly ac-
counts for the role of "redundant" coordinates. Section V 
shows how this treatment for the 0(3) group can be ex-
panded to a complete treatment of the overall symmetry 
group of a molecule-the direct product of 0 (3) with the 
CNP group.· In particular, this approach is illustrated for 
the case where just two indistinguishable atoms are present 
in an N-atom molecule. Finally, these results are discussed 
in Sec. VI. 
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II. MOLIEN'S THEOREM 
Let us begin by briefly recalling Molien's theorem for 
the invariants of a representation of a finite group. Specif-
ically, the finite CNPI group is directly relevant to the 
molecular PES.29 While this information has been pre-
sented recently,23 it is sufficiently unfamiliar to most read-
ers that a brief repetition here may be useful. 
A. Finite groups 
Suppose that a set of independent coordinates {Sj' 
j = 1, ... ,N s} forms a basis for a representation of the group. 
It is possible to form invariants-polynomials of the Sj' 
pes), which are unchanged by all the operations gm of the 
group (m= 1, ... ,N G)' That is, 
(2.1 ) 
A polynomial approximation to a PES is such an invariant 
of the CNPI group (or the MS group), for example. We 
can consider just the homogeneous polynomials, since 
polynomials of mixed degree can be formed by combining 
these. Let nd represent the number of linearly independent 
homogeneous polynomials of order d. These numbers can 
be conveniently written as the coefficients in a generating 
function that we call MoHen's series 
Here A is just a dummy variable. Each operation gm of this 
group is represented by a matrix M, which describes the 
operation of gm on the vector 5, 
~ ° 
gmSi= .~ Mji(g:)Sj, m=l, ... ,NG·· 
j=l 
(2.3) 
MoHen's theorem states that the series cI>(A) is given br6,28 
1 NG 1 
cI>(A)=-L , 
NG m=I det[I-AM(gm)] 
(2.4) 
where I is the appropriate unit matrix. Molien's theorem 
also states that the number of algebraically (not just lin-
early) independent invariants T j is the same as the number 
of independent coordinates Ns' Let us denote the orders of 
these algebraically independent invariant polynomials by 
TI' T2,.··,TNs' Let us also denote a special set of auxiliary 
invariants as aI' a2, ... ,aN , whose polynomial orders are 
o 
aI' a2, ... ,aN . These auxiliary invariants are necessarily 
o 
algebraically dependent on {T), but are not analytic func-
tions of them. Molien's theorem states that the series cI> (A) 
can be arranged in the form 
cI>(A) 
I+Aa l+Aa2+"'+Aa Na 
(2.5) 
where the orders of the independent invariants TI, 
T2, ••• ,TNs appear in the denominator and the number and 
orders of the auxiliary invariants appear in the numerator 
(all coefficients in the numerator are positive). The inde-
pendent and auxiliary invariants together are called a 
"good polynomial basis" because any invariant polynomial 
ofthe 5 (such as a PES) is a function of these invariants of 
the form 
No 
yes) =/o(T) + L ami meT), (2.6) 
m=I 
where / meT) are arbitrary analytic (polynomial) func-
tions of the independent invariants. To understand the or-
igin ofEq. (2.6), consider expanding each of the factors in 
the denominator of Eq. (2.5) 
1 
°1+ATk+A2Tk+A3Tk+... (2.7) (I_ATk) . 
The Molien series of Eq. (2.5) then takes the form of Eq. 
(2.2), where the number of terms of order d, nd' is given in 
terms of the Tj and ai' 
(2.8) 
Consider then expanding the arbitrary functions in Eq. 
(2.6) as Taylor series in the T. A little thought shows that 
the form of Eq. (2.6) implies that the number of linearly 
independent invariants of order d is precisely nd of Eq. 
(2.8). Apparently, we now know the form of any arbitrary 
invariant of the group. Unfortunately, Eq. (2.5) is not 
unique, as numerator and denominator could be multiplied 
by various common factors and still preserve the form of 
Eq. (2.5). Molien's theorem merely guarantees that one 
form ofEq. (2.5) does exist for which Eq. (2.6) holds. In 
practice, Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) provide an indication of the 
form of a "good polynomial basis" which must be tested 
for consistency. 
PES of the form in Eq. (2.6) have been derived for at 
least parts of the reaction paths in Figs. 1 and 3.14,23 
B. The rotation-inversion group 
The results above have previously been derived for fi-
nite groups such as the CNPI group. The rotation-
inversion group is the group of orthogonal transformations 
in three dimensions denoted 0 (3). It is the direct product 
of the group of rotations, the special orthogonal group 
SO(3), with the inversion group. The inversion group has 
just two elements E (the identity) and E* (inversion) 
which reverses the sign of all Cartesian coordinates. SO(3) 
is a continuous or infinite group, so that 0(3) also has an 
infinite number of elements. 0(3) is one of a number of 
compact Lie groups of physical importance. 
- ~Note that Eq. (2.4) involves an average over the 
group. Appendix A proves that for a compact Lie group G, 
the MoHen series is given by an invariant integraP6 over the 
continuous parameters (3, which labels each element of the 
group g({3), 
cI>(A) = JG det[I-:M({3)] p({3)d{3, (2.9) 
where p({3) is a density or volume measure such that 
-JG p({3)d{3-1, (2.10) 
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which ensures that this integral is an "average." Mfg(P)] 
is the matrix representing the operation of g(P) on some 
basis. For the rotation group SO(3), each rotation is 
uniquely defined by three Euler angles ¢, e, and X.37 Then 
the Molien series for SO(3) is given by (see Appendix A) 
1 (211" (211" (11" sine e) 
<l>sO(3)(A)=8~ Jo Jo Jo det[I-/!'M(e,¢,x)] 
xde d¢ dX' (2.11) 
Similarly, the Molien series for the rotation-inversion 
group is given by 
(211" (211" (11" since) 
X Jo Jo Jo det[I-/!.M(e,¢,x,h)] 
Xded¢dX· (2.12) 
III. MOLIEN'S SERIES FOR ROTATION INVERSION 
We begin by adopting a basis S as a representation of 
0(3). The natural basis functions are the Cartesian coor-
dinates of the atoms. This leads us to a description of an 
invariant, such as a molecular PES, as a polynomial in 
Cartesian coordinates. However, the 3N Cartesian coordi-
nates of a molecule of N atoms are not invariant to trans-
lation of the molecule as a whole. Three coordinates may 
be discarded to leave 3N -3 translationally invariant linear 
combinations of the original Cartesians. This set of 3N - 3 
may be chosen in a number of ways. One could adopt 
coordinates based on generalized Jacobi vectors, as pro-
posed by Leroy and Wallace,38,39 which project out the 
center of mass. For simplicity, we will envisage the 3N-3 
coordinates as the Cartesian coordinates of N - 1 "bond 
vectors" (differences in atomic positions) which connect 
the atoms in a molecule. All we actually require is that 
these are the Cartesian coordinates of N -1 translationally 
invariant vectors. 
The matrix which describes the effect of a rotation of 
one vector through Euler angles ¢, e, and X is the well-
known 3X3 rotation matrix A(¢,e,X).37 If the basis S is 
arranged as a vector of the form (XI>Y1,Zl,X2,Y2,Z2, ... ), 
then the matrix M(¢,e,X,E) of Eq. (2.12) is block diago-
nal 
(3.1) 
with N -1 blocks. Similarly, the matrix representing rota-
tion inversion is M(¢,e,X,E*), 
I
-A 
M(¢,e,X,E*) = (3.2) 
-A 
TABLE I. The coefficients of il, n in the numerator of Molien's series for 
molecules of N atoms. 
N il,0 il,2 il,4 il,6 )ls il,IO il,12 il,14 il,16 il,IS 
3 
4 
5 1 1 1 1 
6 1 3 6 10 
7 1 6 21 56 21 6 
8 1 10 55 220 225 126 35 
9 15 120 680 1296 1296 680 120 15 1 
10 21 231 1771 5334 8526 7546 3186 756 84 
Some tedious algebra is required to evaluate the Molien 
series ofEqs. (2.11) and (2.12). Details of the derivation 
are presented in Appendix B. The Molien series are given 
by 
F(/!') 
<l>SO(3) (A) = (1_"t2)3N-l;, 
where 
1 N~3 ~ (n+k)! 2k 
F(A) = N -2 n~o k7:o (k!)2(n-k)! A 




While it is not obvious, F(/!') is indeed of the form 1 
+ Aal + ... required by Eq. (2.5). Using the binomial ex-
pansion in Eq. (3.4) gives the coefficient of /!.P in F(/!') for 
a molecule of N atoms as cp(N), 
.1 p/2 N-3 p-2k (-1)i(n+k)! 
ciN )=N_2 k~O n~k i~O (k!)2(n-k)! 
X (
2N -6-:n-k) (N -3+n-.k). 
J p-2k-J (3.6) 
Table I presents cp(N) for N=3, ... ,1O. 
IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES AND 
REDUNDANT COORDINATES 
The first point of interest in Eq. (3.3) is that the de-
nominator implies that there are only 3N - 6 independent 
invariants which are all second order in the Cartesian co-
ordinates. This result is intuitively obvious, but is in con-
trast to the result of Molien's theorem for finite groups. 
There the number of algebraically independent invariants 
is the same as the dimension of the representation (here 
3N - 3). So the integral form of Molien's series for the 
continuous rotation-inversion group naturally reduces the 
Cartesian representation to three fewer invariants. 
The identity of these invariants is equally intuitively 
obvious. They are the scalar products of the vectors 
(X1,Y1,Zl) . (X1,Y1,zl), (X1,Y1,Zl) . (X2,Y2,Z2), etc., as iden-
tified earlier by Weyl.40 In other terms, these might be seen 
as quite natural valence coordinates-squares of bond 
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lengths and coordinates proportional to the cosines of bond 
angles. We take squares of bond lengths, etc., so that the 
coordinates are analytic functions of the Cartesians. 
From the point of view of group theory, each vector 
(Xj,Yj,Zj) is an irreducible representation of SO(3) corre-
sponding to unit angular momentum. The Kronecker 
product of two irreducible representations of the same 
symmetry yields one and only one totally symmetric irre-
ducible representation for which these scalar products are 
the basis function:s. This approach to the construction of 
invariants is similar to that suggested for finite groups.21,23 
Generally, the number of scalar products of N -1 vectors 
is Nsp , 
Nsp=N(N -1 )/2. (4.1 ) 
For N=3 and 4, we have the fortunate coincidence that 
Nsp=3N-6. From Table I, F(A,)=1 for N=3 and 4. If 
we interpret the Molien series of Eq. (3.5) as implying a 
form for the PES like that ofEq. (2.6), the molecular PES, 
for N =3 and 4, is simply 
(4.2) 
That is an analytic function of the 3N - 6 scalar products. 
Equation (4.2) represents the approach often adopted for a 
molecular PES. 
When N>4, there are N(N-l)l2-(3N-6)=(N 
-3)(N-4)/2=Nrsp scalar products which cannot be in-
dependent. These scalar products have been known as "re-
dundant" coordinatesY It is no coincidence that auxiliary 
invariants first appear when N=5. Indeed from Eq. (3.4) 
and Table I, there are precisely (N - 3) (N -4 )/2 auxiliary 
invariants of order two for N> 4. Thus we might tenta-
tively guess that these Nrsp auxiliary invariants are "redun-
dant" scalar products (rsp). This assignment is supported 
by the fact that any redundant scalar product cannot be 
expressed as an analytic function (polynomial) of the 
3N - 6 independent scalar products. However, any redun-
dant scalar product is an invariant and so should be written 
in the form of Eq. (2.6). This is impossible unless we 
include the redundant scalar products themselves as aux-
iliary invariants. This accounts for all the auxiliary invari-
ants of order two in Cartesian coordinates. 
Since the redundant scalar products cannot be written 
as polynomials of the 3N - 6 independent products, we 
might expect that the same is true for products of the 
redundant scalar products. In general, the number of kth 
order products-of R objects is N(R,k),42 
(
R+k-l) 
N(R,k) = k . (4.3) 
Thus the number of twofold products of the N rsp auxiliaries 
is (Nrsp + l)Nrsp/2. Equation (3.6) and Table I show that 
there are precisely this many auxiliary invariants of fourth 
order in Cartesians. By the same argument as that above, 
we have identified all these auxiliary invariants as products 
of redundant scalar products. 
The number of third order products of the Nrsp auxil-
iaries is (Nrsp+2)(Nrsp+l)Nrsp/6. Equation (3.6Tand 
Table I show that there are precisely this many auxiliary 
invariants of sixth order in Cartesians. Again by the same 
argument, we have identified all these auxiliaries as third 
order products of redundant scalar products. 
At this point, the identification of auxiliary invariants 
as products of redundant coordinates comes to a halt. As 
Table I makes clear, there are far fewer auxiliary invariants 
of eighth order in Cartesians than there are quartic prod-
ucts of the redundant coordinates [(N rsp + 3 ) (Nrsp 
+ 2)(N rsp + l)Nrsp/24]. Indeed, for N = 5 and 6, there are 
no auxiliary invariants above sixth order in the Cartesian 
coordinates. In the case of N = 5, Table I implies that a 
molecular PES can be written as V, 
V=!o(Tj, ... ,T9) +adl (T1,···,T9) +ai!2(Tj, ... ,T9) 
(4.4) 
where al denotes the one redundant scalar product of 10. 
Since at does not appear as an auxiliary, it must be possible 
to express at in the form of Eq. (4.4), if Eq. (4.4) is valid 
of course. 
The fact that quartic products of redundant coordi-
nates can be written in the form of Eq. (4.4) is a result of 
the linear dependence of four vectors in three dimensional 
space. This linear dependence is used to derive explicit 
linear relations between powers of the scalar products. 
These relations are dubbed syzygies or "redundancy rela-
tions" as they provide the basis on which some powers or 
products of scalar products would be redundant were they 
to appear in a molecular PES. 
It is easiest to derive these relations for smaller mole-
cules. 
A. Five-atom molecules 
1. Redundancy relations 
For N =5, we have four "bond vectors" which we de-
note rl , ... ,r4' There must exist nonvanishing constants a, b, 
e, and d such that 
arl+br2+cr3+dr4=0. (4.5) 
By taking the scalar product of Eq. (4.5) with each bond 
vector in turn, we obtain four simultaneous equations for 
the constants 
( ~:: ~::- -~:! ~::)(:)=O' d31 d32 d33 d34 e 
d41 d42 d43 d44 d 
(4.6) 
wheredjj=rj'rj' The condition under which Eq. (4.6) has 
a nontrivial solution constitutes the redundancy condition: 
The determinant of the matrix in Eq. (4.6) is zero. That is, 
d21 d22 d23 d24 
=0. 
d31 d32 d33 d34 
d41 d42 d43 d44 
(4.7) 
Clearly Eq. (4.7) is a polynomial equation which is fourth 
order in the ten scalar products or eighth order in the 
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Cartesians. Therefore one quartic product of the scalar 
products can be expressed as a linear combination of other 
quartic products. Equation (4.7) is the generic form of the 
"redundancy relation" between quartic products of scalar 
products.43 
2. The choice of redundant coordinates as symmetry 
combinations of scalar products 
The redundancy relation given by Eq. (4.7) is an im-
plicit expression of one of the quartic products of the scalar 
products in terms of others. However, it is clear that no 
scalar product appears in the form djj in Eq. (4.7). This 
means that none of the dij can have their fourth powers 
written analytically in terms of the other quartic products, 
and therefore the simple scalar products {di) do not cor-
respond to the "good polynomial basis" {Tl ,T2 , ••• ,T9 ,al} 
referred to in the Molien series. 
Moreover, if one of the scalar products were the re-
dundant variable, whose fourth and higher powers could 
be discarded, which one would it be? What reason is there 
to distinguish one scalar product from another? We might 
distinguish between self products du and mixed scalar 
products dij as each type appears differently in the redun-
dancy condition of Eq. (4.7). Still there is no basis on 
which to distinguish between scalar products within each 
type. Hence, we should consider not individual scalar 
products, but symmetry combinations which treat each 
scalar product equivalently (at least within self or mixed 
types). Let us consider how to construct such symmetry 
combinations or coordinates; at first in general terms and 
then specifically for the case of N = 5. 
Suppose we have K objects [K =N -1 for self products 
and K= (N -2) (N -0/2 for mixed scalar products] with 
symmetry defined by the permutation group of K objects 
SK if we wish to treat all objects equivalently. Since each 
object carries just one of K labels, they form a reducible 
representation r red which decomposes into just two irre-
ducible representations44 
(4.8) 
r(K) is the totally symmetric representation and r (K-l,l) is 
K - 1 dimensional. The symmetry coordinate or basis func-
tion for r (K) is given by sl, 
1 K 
sl =-r;;.K LPn' 
VA n=l 
(4.9) 
where Pn=dii or dij . The K-l symmetry coordinates for 
rCK-1,l) could be any orthonormal set of coordinates 
which are orthogonal to sl of Eq. (4.9). One convenient 
choice is given by the Fourier-like combinations 
[2 K (21T·) 
sHl=YK n~l sin } n Pn, j=I, ... ,KI2, 
(4.10) 
where Pn=dii or dij. If K is even, then there is no "sin" 
coordinate for j =KI2, and the "cos" coordinate for 
j=K12 in Eq. (4.10) is replaced by 
1 K 
SK=-r;; L (-onPn' (4.11) 
vK n=l 
Equations (4.9 )-( 4.11) for both self and mixed scalar 
products can be written as 
s=Cd, (4.12) 
where d= (d l1 , ••• ,d12 , ••• ). C is unitary, so that 
d=CTs, (4.13) 
where C T denotes the transpose of C. 
For the particular case of N=5, we can substitute Eq. 
(4.13) in the redundancy relation of Eq. (4.7) to get a 
redundancy relation between the quartic products of the 
symmetry coordinates. Equation (4.7) then is found to 
contain terms proportional to sf, st s~, and sto, where 
S5= (dl2 +d13 +dl4 +d23 +d24 +d34 )1 J6, 
S1O= (d12-d13 +d14 -d23 +d24 -d34 )1 J6. 
(4.14) 
Hence, the fourth power of any of these four symmetry 
coordinates can be expressed in terms of the remaining 
quartic products of symmetry coordinates. Hence, any of 
these four symmetry coordinates can be taken as the re-
dundant coordinate (and the lowest order auxiliary invari-
ant). Thus, e.g., a good polynomial basis is given by al =Sl, 
Tn=Sn+l' n= 1, ... ,9. A molecular potential energy surface 
is then given in the form of Eq. (4.4) in terms of these 
symmetry coordinates. 
B. Six-atom molecules 
1. Redundancyremuons 
For N =6, we have five "bond vectors" which we de-
note rl , ... ,rs. There are five ways of choosing four vectors 
to be linearly dependent as in Eq. (4.5). Say the first choice 
is rl, r2' r3, r4' Similarly, there are five ways of choosing 
four vectors with which to take scalar products of this first 
equation; forming five different 4 X 4 matrix equations like 
Eq. (4.6) and five determinantal equations like Eq. (4.7). 
Say the second choice in Eq. (4.5) is rl, r2, r3' rs' Now we 
can again choose four vectors with which to take scalar 
products of this second equation in five ways; forming five 
more 4X4 matrix equations like Eq. (4.6) and five more 
determinantal equations like Eq. (4.7), but one of these 
choices is rl, r2, r3, r4' This means that one of the second 
set of five 4 X 4 matrices is the transpose of one in the first 
set. This determinant is then identical to one in the first set. 
Similarly, two of five determinants which result from the 
third choice of four vectors in Eq. (4.5) are identical to 
determinants already obtained. Thus we can only derive 
5+4+3+2+1=15 different determinantal equations like 
Eq. (4.7), which would allow us to express 15 quartic 
products of the scalar products in terms of other products. 
So for N=6, there are 15 redundancy relations. Hence 
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there are (Nrsp +3) (Nrsp +2) (Nrsp+ 1)Nrspl24-15=0 
auxiliary invariants of eighth order predicted by Table I. 
2. The choice of redundant coordinates as symmetry 
combinations of scalar products 
For N = 6, Eqs. (4.8 )-( 4.12) yield a set S of 15 sym-
metry combinations of the five dii and ten dij . The 15 
redundancy relations can be written in the form 
(4.15) 
where 0 denotes a 15 X 1 nil vector, p is a 15 X 3060 matrix 
of coefficients, and d(4) is a 3060X 1 vector of quartic prod-
ucts of dii and dij • Substituting Eq. (4.13) in Eq. (4.15) 
yields 
(4.16) 
where 1] is a 15 X 3060 matrix of coefficients and s (4) is a 
3060X 1 vector of quartic products of the symmetry coor-
dinates. For N =6, there are three redundant coordinates. 
Now the order of the elements in S(4) can be rearranged so 
that the first 15 elements are the quartic products of any 
three Sj. We write 
(4) _ ( SIS) S - , 
S3045 
( 4.17) 
where S3045 is the vector of the relI!aining quartic products. 
Then 1] is similarly rearranged to the form 
1]= (fi15X15 EI5X3045)' 
Equation (4.16) gives 
".-1 ~ 
S15= -U15X15 ':'15X3045S3045' 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
If for some choice ofthree'symmetry coordinates fil5XI5 is 
nonsingular, then Eq. (4.19) implies that these three Si are 
redundant coordinates. Implementing this procedure gives 
many possible combinations of three redundant symmetry 
coordinates including the set {SI,S6,SI5}' where 
SI = (d11 +d22+d33+d44+d55)/~' 
S6= (d12 +d13 +d14 +dI5+d23+d24 +d25 +d34 +d35 
( 4.20) 
S15= (d12 -dB +d14 -dI5 +d23 -d24 +d25 -d34 +d35 
-d45 )1 JIO. 
Thus SI' S6, and SIS can be taken as the quadratic aux-
iliary invariants, while the higher auxiliary invariants are 
formed from their products. 
The NHs + system of Eq. (1.2) and Fig. 3 is a useful 
example of a six-atom molecule in this context. A PES in 
internal coordinates has previously been obtained for the 
abstraction reaction.23 This previously obtained PES was 
limited in its range of applicability, and hence its accuracy, 
due partly to the difficulties encountered in using "Decius-
type" coordinates. When light atoms are involved, the am-
plitude of motion is large and the problems of undefined or 
redundant coordinates are commonly encountered during 
classical trajectory simulations. For this system, significant 
reorientation of the NHi + and H2 fragments occur along 
the reaction path, which causes great difficulties in finding 
dihedral angles which remain well-defined throughout. 
Hence anyone -set of "Decius-type" coordinates only re-
mains complete and well-defined in a small segment of the 
reaction path. The form of PES given by Eq. (2.6), using 
Eq. (4.20) and Table I, at least provides a usable approach 
to describing the_ abstraction reaction of Eq. (1.2), though 
it does not have the correct symmetry with respect to hy-
drogen exchange. This later aspect is discussed below. 
C. Seven-atom molecules 
We can proceed to derive redundancy conditions for 
the case of N =1 as above. :Ho",ev(!r, a further complica-
tion arises. 
There are six "bond vectors" and (!) = 15 ways of 
-- choosing four vectors in Eq. (4.5). By the same argument 
as above, there are 15+ 14+13+'" + 1=120 determinan-
tal equations like Eq. (4.7), which relate the quartic prod-
ucts of scalar products. However, not all of these 120 equa-
tions are independent. To see this, consider that we can 
obviously write a 5 X 5 determinantal equation like 
d 11 d 12 d13 d l4 d l5 
d 21 d22 d23 d24 d25 
d 31 d32 d 33 d34 d35 =0. 
d41 d42 d43 d44 d45 
d61 d62 d63 d64 d65 
(4.21) 
Here we have chosen the top left-hand 4 X 4 minor to de-
pend only on the coordinates of four bonds. If we expand 
this determinant about the bottom row, we have 
=0. (4.22) 
Since none of d61> d62 , d63 , d64 , or d65 appear in the deter-
minants above, Eq. (4.22) is a linear relationship between 
five of the 120 4X4 determinants. The choice of a 5X5 
matrix in Eq. (4.21) required four of six vectors to be used 
in the upper left 4X4 minor. There are (!) = 15 ways of 
making this choice and hence there are 15 linear relations 
like Eq. (4.22). That is, only 105 of the 120 4X4 determi-
nants are linearly independent. Hence, there are only 105 
redundancy relations for N = 7 and hence 105 quartic 
products of the scalar products are linearly dependent on 
the remaining quartic products. Hence there are (N rsp 
+ 3)(N rsp + 2)(N rsp + I)N rspl24-105 =21 auxiliary in-
variants of eight order predicted by Table I. 
The approach outlined above for choosing the redun-
dant coordinates as symmetry combinations of scalar prod-
ucts becomes quite laborious as N increases beyond six, 
and we have not pursued such cases as yet. 
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TABLE II. Coefficients of An in the numerator of the Molien series for molecules of N atoms containing two indistinguishable atoms . 
N .1.0 .1.2 .1.4 .1.6 .1.8 
3 
4 0 
5 4 4 3 
6 3 12 28 41 
7 6 31 116 276 
8 10 70 370 1275 
9 15 141 995 4635 
10 21 259 2359 14224 
N .1.20 .1.22 .1.24 
7 5 
8 756 150 15 
9 32963 14637 4501 
10 687403 489 05Sc . 261622 
D. Uniqueness 
It is important to point out that there does not appear 
to be a unique choice of redundant coordinates. Moreover, 
there does not appear to be a unique choice of symmetry 
coordinates. Taking all scalar products as equivalent 
[K=N(N-l)/2 in Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11)] also results in a 
number of possible choices of redundant coordinates and 
good polynomial basis when N=5 and N=6. However, 
not all possible "symmetry coordinates" form a good poly-
nomial basis. For example, choosing symmetry coordinates 
for the mixed products dij based on the indistinguishability 
of the vectors r i and r j does not lead to a good polynomial 
basis for N = 6. 
v. INDISTINGUISHABLE PARTICLE SYMMETRY 
The molecular PES must be invariant to the direct 
product of 0 (3) and the CNP groups.l As mentioned in 
the Introduction, there is a problem encountered in apply-
ing the theory of invariants to the CNP symmetry of a 
molecule. The dimension of a representa:tion of the CNP 
group in terms of internal coordinates may be larger than 
3N - 6. The solution lies in using the approach developed 
here for the continuous 0(3) group. 
The 3N - 3 dimensional vector of Cartesian coordi-
nates used as a basis for 0 (3) is also a basis for the CNP 
group. Molien's theorem has been de~eloped here for the 
direct product of SO (3) with the finite inversion group 
SO (3) ® E. The same formalism applies to the direct prod-
uct SO(3) ®E®CNP=0(3) ®CNPI. Again we find that 
only 3N - 6 algebraically independent invariants occur for 
SO (3) ® CNPI and that auxiliary invariants are required 
to express an arbitrary invariant in terms of a good poly-
nomial basis. The Molien series for SO (3) ® CNPI follows 
evidently from Eq. (2.12) 
.1.\0 .1.12 .1. 14 .1.16 .1.18 
3 
51 18 6 
476 436 300 115 30 
3036 4646 5152 3925 2098 
14757 32327 51689 60495 52193 
58576 170632 367144 594301 731521 
.1.26 .1.28 .1.30 .1.32 .1.34 
875 105 7 
102606 28666 5362 588 28 
<l>SO(3) XCNPI(A) 
1. .." 1 ·i
21T 
i1T £.- - df/J de I CNP!I heCNPI 81i2 0 0 
{21T 
X Jo {det[I-AM(f/J,e,x,h) n-l sin(e)dX· 
(5.1) 
The algebra is even more tedious with the addition of the 
CNP group; so that here we only consider the case of two 
indistinguishable nuclei in an N atom molecule. 
A. Two indistinguishable particles 
For convenience, let us assume that there are at least 
three atoms in the molecule and that the nuclei numbered 
one and two are indistinguishable. Furthermore, we can 
assume that the "bond vectors" (Xl,Yl,zl) and (X2,Y2,Z2) 
depend separately on the coordinates of nuclei one and 
two. The CNPI symmetry group in this case contains just 
four elements EXS2={E,E*, (12), (12)E*}. In deriving 
the matrix representation, it is more convenient to replace 
these two bond vectors with symmetry combinations r + 
and r_, 
(5.2) 
Letting r + and r _~ occupy the first six elements of the 
coordinate basis vector S, the matrices M(f/J,e,X,h) of Eq. 
( 5.1) are very similar to those of Sec. III, with 
M(f/J,e,X,E) and M(f/J,e,X,E*) unchanged, and 
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A 
-A 




M[4>,e,x,(12)E*] = -A 
-A 
(5.4) 
The Molien series of Eq. (5.1) has been evaluated. 
Details of the derivation are given in Appendix C, where 
we find that 
-- - (5.5) 
cause the two distinct reaction paths, for dissociation of 
one or another hydrogen, coalesce at some configurations 
(configuration 3b of Fig~ 1, for example). At such points, 
internal symmetry coordinates such as (r_ or+)2 and 
(r _ ° r3)2 vanish along with their Cartesian derivatives, so 
that some Cartesian derivatives of V cannot be described 
by a functional form like V=!o(Tt> ... ,T6 ). 
When N=5, F2 (.,1.) can be rearranged to 
(5.7) 
By analogy with the N =4 case, we expect that there will 
be three new auxiliary'invariants of fourth order given by 
(r_ or+) (r_ °r3), (r_ or+) (c or4), and (c or3)(r_ or4)' 
More generally, there are N - 2 mixed scalar products of 
the form r_ °rk' Hence there will be NS2=(N-2)(N 
-3)/2 invariants ofthe form (r_ Orj)(r_ ork), in which 
I=l=k. These N S2 auxiliary invariants arise from the addi-
tion of permutation invariance. One can verify that squares 
or higher powers of these three quartic auxiliary invariants 
for N = 5 can be expressed as analytic functions of other 
invariants. The total set of auxiliary invariants for N = 5 is 
where F 2 (.,1.) is given in Appendix C and tabulated in Ta- then composed of the redundant coordinate, with its 
ble II for N=3-10. square and cube, plus the product of these with the three 
The 3N-6 algebraically independent invariants are auxiliaries above, as indicated by Eq. (5.7). We can iden-
easily identified as CNPI invariant combinations of scalar tify the redundant coordinate for this case in a similar 
products. In particular, the N -2 mixed scalar products manner to that used previously. Treating all seven qua-
which involve r _ {r _ ° r +,r _ ° rj, j =3, ... ,N -I} are re- dratic invariants as equivalent, symmetry combinations of 
placed by their squares {(r_ or+)2, (r_ orj)2, j=3, ... ,N ihe type in Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11) are formed. The redundancy 
- I} which are invariant to permutation as well as rotation relation similar to Eq. (4.7), which follows from the linear 
and inversion. These N - 2 fourth order polynomials of the dependency of the vectors r+, r_, r3, and r4 yields an 
Cartesian coordinates are supplemented by 2N -4 of the equation for the fourth power of a redundant coordinate in 
Nsp ordinary scalar products, which have the forms r - 0 r ---terms of the remaining invariants. 
and rjOrk' For molecules with more than five atoms, the numer-
When N = 3, there are no auxiliary invariants. How- ator of the Molien series F 2 (A) does not appear to factor-
ever, when N =4, a single fourth order invariant is neces- ize into contributions from redundant coordinates and 
sary. It is easy to see that this auxiliary invariant is given from invariants associated with the permutation group, in 
by (c or+)(r_ or3) which is not an analytic function of the manner of Eq. (5.7). No attempt has been made to 
the squares of the scalar products (r_ or+)2 and (c or3)2, completely interpret the Molien series for these cases, as 
which are the two quartic independent invariants. Thus, yet. However, as Table II verifies, the number of auxiliary 
when two indistinguishable particles are present, auxiliary invariants of second order is again equal to the number of 
invariants are necessary for N>4, rather than N>5. 
1. An example for N=4 
The decomposition of HCOH' + illustrated in Fig .. 1 
provides a good example of the necessity of auxiliary in-
variants in the PES for two indistinguishable particles 
when N =4. From Table II and the discussion above, an 
analytic function for the PES of HCOH' + must have the 
form 
(5.6) 
where a1=(r_ or+)(r_ or3) and the six independent in-
variants are (r_ or+)2, (r_ or3)2, (r_ or_), (r+ or+), 
(r3or+), and (r3or3)' Indeed, it was found that the Car-
tesian gradients and second derivatives of V, calculated by 
ab initio methods, could not be transformed into energy 
derivatives with respect to internal symmetry invariants 
unless the form of V given by Eq. (5.6) was adopted. 14 The 
problem with transforming derivatives comes about be-
redundant coordinates Nrsp=(N-3)(N-4)/2. More-
over, the number of auxiliary invariants of fourth order is 
given by the number of products of the N rsp auxiliaries 
(Nrsp +1)Nrspl2, plus the NS2=(N-2)(N-3)/2 invari-
ants of the form (r_ Orj)(r_ ork), in which j=l=k. Finally, 
the number of auxiliary invariants of sixth order is given by 
the number of cubic products of the redundant coordinates 
(Nrsp+2)(Nrsp+I)Nrspl6 plus the number of products of 
the N S2 invariants with the redundant coordinates, i.e., 
N S2N rsp' The redundancy conditions must be considered in 
evaluating the number of higher order invariants. 
Hence a complete treatment of an analytic PES for the 
six-atom system NH:i + + H2 of Eq. (1.2) and Fig. 3 re-
mains_ a difficult problem. This reaction is of particular 
interest as the competing exchange process 
NH:i + + D2 -> NH2D' + + HD is also observed. It has been 
demonstrated previously that a PES which treats at least 
one D and one H atom as indistinguishable (as they are for 
the Born-Oppenheimer PES) allows both abstraction, Eq. 
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( 1.2), and exchange to occur via the reaction path of Fig. 
3.23 As noted above, the utility of this surface is limited by 
the use of "Decius-type" internal coordinates. The ap-
proach outlined here for the description of a rotation-
inversion-permutation invariant PES, while certainly com-
plicated, can in principle provide a form for the PES even 
in this difficult case. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
We have shown how Molien's theorem concerning the 
invariants of representations of finite groups can be modi-
fied to apply to the rotation group, SO(3), and the prod-
ucts groups 0(3) and 0(3) ®CNP [with 0(3) ®S2 as an 
example]. 
From this somewhat formal beginning, we show how a 
molecular PES would be expressed as an analytic function 
of the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms. The way in 
which 3N -6 algebraically independent internal coordi-
nates can be chosen from "symmetry" combinations of the 
scalar products has been clarified along with the role of the 
so-called "redundant coordinates" in the PES. We have 
seen that such coordinates are not "redundant" as regards 
the PES; they must be included in an analytic description 
of a PES, but in a restricted fashion by comparison with 
the 3N - 6 algebraically independent coordinates. 
The independent coordina.tes have been identified as 
linear combinations of scalar products of Cartesian vec-
tors. We can consider these scalar products as roughly 
equivalent to bond lengths and bond angles (more accu-
rately squares of bond lengths, etc.). As we have seen, 
when more than four atoms are present, a PES is not a 
simple analytic function of 3N -6 of these variables; aux-
iliary invariants and additional analytic functions of 3N - 6 
variables are necessary for generality. These auxiliary in-
variants certainly complicate the form of the PES. One 
might ask whether the form of the PES would be simpler if 
other algebraically independent variables were used. In the 
Introduction, we noted the difficulty associated with tor-
sion angles. To maintain rotation-inversion invariance and 
the analytic character of the PES, and to avoid problems 
when bonds become collinear, we might use scalar prod-
ucts of vector cross products of interatomic vectors, which 
are proportional to the cosine of the familiar dihedral or 
torsion angles 1".45 For example, in a four atom molecule, 
one might use (rlxr2)· (r2Xr3) which is proportional to 
cos( 7"). This is equivalent to replacing an independent vari-
able which is quadratic in the Cartesians with one which is 
quartic. From the point of view of the Molien series, this 
implies adopting another form in the following way: 
F(A,) F(A,)( 1 +A, 2) 
(l_A,2)3N 6 ..... (l_A,2)3N 5(l_A,4)· (6.1 ) 
That is, to describe a rotation-inversion invariant analytic 
function of Cartesian coordinates in terms of a set of inde-
pendent variables which contains dihedral-like variables 
necessarily requires a more complicated set of auxiliary 
invariants than is required for a set which is purely qua-
dratic in Cartesians. The appearance of auxiliary invariants 
is not a consequence of using only "bond-length" and 
"bond-angle" type variables. To further illustrate this 
point, we can consider the case of a five atom molecule. 
Two Torsion angles would be needed. In the above ap-
proach, we would calculate (rl xr2) • (r2xr3) ex: cos ( 1"!) 
and (r2X r3) • (r3xr4) ex: cos( 1"2), say, which are fourth or-
der in the Cartesian coordinates.45 However, the PES is not 
an analytic function ofcos(7"!) and COS(7"2)' since the PES 
could be proportional to sin ( 7"!)sin( 1"2) which is also a 
rotation-inversion invariant. An additional auxiliary in-
variant proportional to sin ( 7"! )sin( 1"2) would be required 
in the form of the PES. 
An important advantage of the approach developed 
here is that nuclear permutation symmetry can be incor-
porated into the form of a PES simultaneously with the 
rotation-inversion symmetry. This solves the problem of 
dealing with internal coordinate representations whose di-
mension exceeds 3N - 6 by a number of the order of N 2• 
While the results presented here clarify the most gen-
eral form of an analytic PES, they demonstrate that such a 
general form is, unfortunately, formidable in complexity. 
There are a very large number of auxiliary invariants when 
the number of atoms is large. When no indistinguishable 
atoms are present, the total number of auxiliary invariants 
Na can be evaluated by substituting A,= 1 in Eq. (3.4). For 
two indistinguishable particles, Na can be found using Eq. 






N a[0(3)]+1=N_2 N-3 ' 
Na[SO(3)] + 1=2{Na[0(3)] + I}, 




Our results for Molien's series have been interpreted in 
detail for molecules with up to six atoms, or up to five 
atoms when two are indistinguishable. Unfortunately, it is 
clear that the redundancy conditions become increasingly 
complicated as the number of atoms increases beyond 
seven. Thus a complete description of an analytic PES for 
an arbitrary number of atoms is not simple in practice. 
On the other hand, the form of the PES for terms up to 
sixth order in Cartesians is quite clear for any number of 
atoms, including the case where two are indistinguishable. 
It is now feasible to calculate partial derivatives of the PES 
at one point, or along a reaction path (say) usingab initio 
quantum chemistry. Even if partial derivatives of up to 
sixth order were available, the form of the PES obtained 
herein would provide a suitable description of such data. 
For this reason, it may be useful to extend the present 
results to cases of more complicated CNP symmetry. 
A major theoretical benefit of this approach is that the 
form of the PES does not contain specious singularities or 
nonanalyticities due to a particular (incomplete) choice of 
internal coordinates. This form for a PES would then be 
suitable for classical trajectory calculations, for example. 
On the other hand, a Born-Oppenheimer molecular 
PES does contain singularities when any two atoms coa-
lesce, while the analytic form developed herein does not. 
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Moreover, a finite polynomial function of Cartesian coor-
dinates cannot describe a PES at large intermolecular sep-
arations and would contain spurious oscillations if the 
polynomial order were high. Interestingly, there is an old 
theorem concerning the invariants of a finite group, due to 
Burnside,46 which applies to the form of rational invari-
ants. A rational invariant is a rational function of two 
polynomial invariants of the type considered by Molien's 
theorem. A molecular PES would appear to be better de-
scribed by a rational invariant of the 0 (3) ® CNPI group, 
suggesting future work in this direction. 
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APPENDIX A 
The proof of Molien's theorem for compact Lie 
groups, such as SO (3) and 0 (3), follows the general ap-
proach of Sloane.28 We begin with a generalization of the 
"symmetrizer" of a finite group of operators S, 
1 
S=IGI L g, 
geG 
(Al) 
where the sum is over all elements or operators g of the 
group and 1 G 1 denotes the order of the group. The sym-
metrizer and antisymmetrizer operators are familiar in 
chemistry when G is a permutation group. The normalized 
sum in Eq. (Al) has the character of an "average" over 
the group. This average is invariant to the order in which 
the elements are summed; i.e., for some function f(g), 
1 1 
1 GI -7 f(g) = 1 GI -7 f(hg), (A2) 
where h is any other element of the group. For a continu-
ous Lie group, the analogous average is called "invariant 
integration." This integration is most conveniently written 
in terms of the continuous parameter set which defines the 
operations of the Lie group.47 Letting f3 denote this set of 
parameters, then 
I ~I -7 f(g) ~ fGf[g(f3) ]p(f3)d(3 
= fGf[hg(f3) ]p«(3)d(3, (A3) 
where p«(3) is a density associated with the parameter 
space volume element d(3. For example, an invariant inte-
gral over the group of rotations in three dimensions SO (3 ) 
is given by48 
1 i 21T' i21T i1T sinCe) = d¢ dx -- de, SO(3) 0 0 0 8?? (A4) 
which is just an average over the Euler angles which define 
each rotation.37 The density p [sin(e)/(8??) in Eq. (A4)] 
is chosen so that the integral is normalized 
_ fG p(f3)d(3= 1. (AS) 
Thus for the continuous Lie groups, we define the symme-
trizer as S, 
(A6) 
If M[g«(3)] is a matrix which represents the operation of g 
on some basis, then the matrix representation of S is S, 
S= fG M«(3)p«(3)d(3. 
1. Properties of S 
(A7) 
We need some definitions and lemmas for later use. 
Let x denote a basis (vector) for a representation of 
the Lie group (in our case, a vector of Cartesian coordi-
nates). The operation of gEG on a function f(x) is given 
by 
gf(x) =f[M(g)x]. (A8) 
f(x) is an invariant of G if 
gf(x) =f[M(g)x] =f(x), VgEG. (A9) 
a. Lemma 1 
Sf(x) is an invariant of G. 
Proof. Evaluation ofM(h)S using the invariant prop-
erty of Eq. (A3) shows that M(h)S=S, so that hSf(x) 
=hf(Sx) =/[M(h)Sx] = f(Sx) =Sf(x). 
-A linear invariant is an invariant of G which is a first 
order polynomial in the basis coordinates of the represen-
tation. 
b. Lemma 2 
A linear invariant of G is unchanged by the operator S. 
Proof. If vex) is a linear invariant, g vex) =v(x), 
VgEG, and so by the normalization property ofEq. (AS), 
Sv(x) =v(x). 
c. Lemma 3 
S is idempotent, i.e., 
(AlO) 
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S2= fo M(g)p(f3)df3 fo M(g')p(f3')df3' 
= Jo [Jo M(g)M(g')p(f3')df3' jp(f3)df3 
= fo [ fo M(gg')p(f3')df3'jp(f3)df3 
= [Jo M(g')P(f3')df3'j JoP(f3)df3[USing Eq. (A3)] 
= [Jo M(g')P(f3')df3'j 
=S. (All) 
2. Mollen's theorem 
Recall that Molien's series for a given representation of 
To evaluate the trace in Eq. (AI5), we note that a trans-






and where Wi is the ith eigenvalue ofM(g). For this trans-
formed basis, 
(AI7) 
G can be written as a power series Thus, 
'" 
<P(A) = I nalt-d, (AI2) 
d=O 
where nd is the number of linearly independent invariants 
of order d. We now come to the main lemma, which gives 
the number of linearly independent invariants of order 1. 
Higher orders are derived from this. 
a. Lemma 4 
The number of linearly independent linear invariants 
of G for the matrix representation M is nl, 
nl =Tr(S), = JG Tr[M(f3)] p(f3)df3. (Al3) 
Proof. Ifx= (XI,X2""'Xm ), then S is an mXm matrix. 
There exists some matrix T such that S' =T-IST is diag-
onal. Since S2=S, S,2=S'. Thus, as S' is diagonal, 
(S')ii=O or 1. Order the basis y on which S' is based, so 
that (S')ii=l, i=l, ... r, and (S')ii=O, i=r+l, ... m. That 
is, 
S'Yi=Yi> i= l, ... ,r; S'Yi=O, i=r+ l, ... ,m. (AI4) 
By lemma 2, any linear invariant of G is unchanged by the 
operator S, so nl <;r. By lemma 1, S' Yi is an invariant of G 
for l<;i<;r, so there are at least r invariants of G; i.e., nl,>r. 
Hence, nl=r=Tr(S')=Tr(S). 
From this point, the proof of Molien's theorem for the 
continuous group follows that given by Sloane28 for the 
finite group, since only the finiteness of the matrices is 
required rather than the finiteness of the group. Since the 
proof is available elsewhere, it is very briefly sketched here. 
The matrix M (g) represents the action of g on the 
basis X= (Xl,X2,''''Xm ), The dth induced matrix Md(g) 
represents the action of g on the basis of dth order products 
of the x;-xt, xt-lX2'''''X~ [there are (m+j-l) of these]. 
By lemma 4, there are nd linear invariants of this dth in-
duced representation which are also the dth order invari-







(I-AWl)'" (I-AWm ) 
:::;= (1+AW1+A2Wi+···)··· (1+AWm+A2W~+"') 
=1+ (W1+'" + Wm)A+'" 
(A19) 
Therefore, Tr[Md(g)] is the coefficient of Ad in {det[I 
_IM(g)]}-I. Hence, from Eq. (A15), the MoHen series 
F(A) is given by 
For the group of rotations in three dimensions SO(3), Eq. 
(A4) gives 
1 [21T [21T (1T since) 
<PSO(3) (A) =8;2 Jo Jo Jo det[I-AM(e,c,b,x)] 
(A2l) 
cThe rotation-inversion group 0(3) is the direct product of 
SO(3) with the two element group {E,E*}. The symme-
trizer for this group is as in Eq. (Al), so that . 
(21T (21T (1T sin ( e) 
X Jo Jo Jo det[I-AM(e,c,b,x,h)] 
XdOd¢dX' (A22) 
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Given the "averaging" implicit in Eq. (2.4), and knowing 
how to average over orientations, the form of Eq. (A21) 
and hence Eq. (A22) is fairly intuitive. 
APPENDIX B 
From Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), evaluation of the MoHen 
series requires us to calculate det[I-AM(4w,e,h)] for 
h=E and E*. From Eqs. (3.l) and (3.2), 
det[I-AM(t,b,x,e,E)] = {det [I-A.A(t,b,x,e) n(N-l), 
(Bl) 
det[I-AM(t,b,x,e,E*)] = {det[I + A A (t,b,x,e) n(N-l). 
(B2) 
Noting that Eq. (Bl) ..... Eq. (B2) as ,1, ..... -,1" Eq. (3.5) 
follows from Eq. (2.12). Thus we need only consider the 
MoHen series for this representation of SO (3). The Euler 
rotation matrix A(t,b,x,e) is too well known to repeat 
here.37 We adopt the "y convention" which is usual in 
quantum mechanics and evaluate the determinant as 
det[I-AA(t,b,x,e)] = (l-A){A2+A+ I-A cos(e) 
-A cos (t,b +x)[ 1 +cos(e) n. (B3) 
From Eq. (B3), it is clear that the integrand ofEq. (2.11) 
only depends on e and t,b+X. Define 
u=X+t,b, O<U<41T, 
l{;=X-t,b, O<l{;<21T. 
Then Eq. (2.11) becomes 
1 {41T (1T sin ( e) 
<l>sO(3)(A)=81T Jo du Jo de (l-A)(N-I) 
x {A2+A+ I-A cos(e) 
-A cos(u) [1 +cos(e) nl - N. 




Using the identity 














The integral in Eq. (B8) is a standard one,49 so that 
1 
(N-2) 
N-3 N-3-m (,1,+ l)-(N+m+k) 
X m~o k~O (1_A)(2N-3-m+k)A2k 
(N-3-m+k)! 
X 2 (~) (k!) (N-3-m-k)!· 
Letting n =N - 3 - m and extracting the denominator (1 
_A2 )3N-6 transforms Eq. (B9) into the Molien series of 
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). That form appears to be the simplest 
one consistent with Eq. (2.5). That is, there is no common 
factor in the numerator and denominator of Eq. (3.3) 
whose cancellation would leave a numerator with only pos-
itive coefficients [as required in Eq. (2.5)]. 
APPENDIX C 
From Eq. (5.1), it is clear that we must first evaluate 
det[I-AM(c/J,e,X,h)] for h=E, E*, (12), and (l2)E*. The 
first two determinants have been evaluated in the determi-
nation of <1>0(3). From Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), it is clear that 
det{I-AM[t,b,e,x,(l2) n 
~={det[I-AA(t,b,e,X) ]}N-2{det[I+ltA(t,b,e,X) n 
=i(l2) (It), (C1) 
and-
det{I-AM[t,b,e,X,(12)E*]} 





and e denotes the even part of a function of It. Evaluating 
the determinants in Eq. (Cl) gives 
1(12) (It) = 10-,1,) y]N-2(l +It) [20 +lt2) - Y], 
(C5) 
where 
Y;;,P+A+ I-A cos(u) -A cosce) [1 +cos(u)]. (C6) 
The integral in Eq. (C4) is evaluated by first changing the 
integration over e to integration over Y. This integral is a 
standard form, 50 giving 
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x r021T u(u) +v(u) du 
J( [l+cos(u)] , 
where 
and 
N-3 .. 1 
v(u) = L [2(1l2+ 1)]1--; 
}=1 J 




To evaluate the integral involving u(u), we note that the 
integrand only involves [l+cos(u)] or cos2(u/2). By de-
fining t=tan(u/2) and 1= (1 +Il)/{l-Il), we have 
r21T u(u) (00· .( ?-+ 12 ) 
Jo [l+cos(u)] du=2 Jo dtln ?+I-t 
=21T(j-1!j), (ClO) 
using a standard integral.51 The integral involving v(u) is 
approached using Eq. (B7) to rearrange the factor with 
form (a-) -b-}) inEq. (C9). Then only the standard 
integra149 encountered in Eq. (B8) is required to give 
L21T v(u) N~3 1-1 m 1l
2k+1[2(A?+1)]1(1+1l)2(m-J)(m+k)f 
-::-:---:--:-::- du= £.J L L 
[l+cos(u)] 1=1 m=O k=O j(1_1l2)(m+k+l)(m_k)!(k!)2 
(Cll) 
Using Eqs. (C7), (ClO), and (Cll) gives 
{ 
23-N(1_Il)I-N N-3 1-1 m 1l2k21-N+2(1+Il)m-21-k-2(m+k)! } 
<p(12)(1l)=e (1+1l)2(1+1l2)N 2+ 1~1 m~o k~O j(1_Il)m+k+N 1(1+1l2)N 2 1(m-k)!(k!)2 . (C12) 
Finally, using Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5), (C3), and (C12), 
F 2(Il) 




N-3 n (m+k)!1l2k(1+Il)N-3+m-k(1+1l2)N-2 
F 12(Il)=e 2
2- N(1_1l)2N-5(1+1l)3N-8+ mL=o L 
k=O 2(N-2)(1-Il)m+k+6 2N(m_k)!(k!)2 
N-3 1-1 m 1l2k(1+1l)3N+m-21-k-8(1+1l2)1(m+k)!} 
+ 1~1 m~o k~O j2N 1 1(1_Il)m+k 2N+5(m_k)!(k!)2 . (C14) 
As shown in Table II, this complicated expression has the 
form 1 + Ila ! + lla2 + "', required by Eq. (2.5). 
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